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A synthetic turf field is an ideal playing surface for a wide variety of sports and activities – when it’s not covered with a foot of snow. Fortunately, there’s a building system that can allow for a synthetic turf field to be used during all seasons. Air-supported structures are lower cost alternatives to traditional buildings, particularly for facilities that require large, open, clear span interior spaces. But the most unique feature of these structures is their ability to be taken down and put back up seasonally. Many domes have been installed to cover sports facilities for the winter months and are taken down to allow for outdoor activity in the summer months. Of course, a dome can also be constructed for use as a permanent, year round facility. An air-supported structure is a versatile and cost effective building system for covering large, clear span space – seasonal or year round.

The Market Forces

With the exponential growth in participants in soccer and other field sports and the evolution of the synthetic turf industry, the last decade has seen a significant increase in the number of installations of synthetic turf fields with no signs of slowing down anytime soon. Unfortunately, many of these fields are in areas that are affected by the cold and snow that winter weather brings, rendering them unplayable for several months every year. So, what’s the solution for a field that can’t be used during the winter months? Well, you can “bubble” it.

Air-supported structures have been installed for a wide range of applications, including warehousing and manufacturing facilities, construction covers, and even bulk storage in the coal industry. However, the demand for air-supported structures has been primarily driven by recreational facilities requiring indoor space during the winter months and the recent growth in field sports has certainly brought the latest push.

Historical Overview

When air structures were first introduced to North America in the early 1970’s by industry pioneer Ralph Farley, covering a single tennis court for the winter season was an ambitious endeavour. With the technology already established in Sweden, Farley saw an opportunity to make use of these “bubbles” in areas in Canada and the United States where long, cold winters made it impossible
for outdoor surfaces such as tennis courts to be played on after the warm season was over. He teamed up with a tennis club in Toronto and imported a “bubble” from Sweden, specifically patterned and manufactured to cover one tennis court. The fabric membrane was attached to an anchoring system around the perimeter and an electric inflation fan pressurized the interior of the bubble. That winter, people played tennis on the same court that they enjoyed their favourite pastime on in the summer months. The dome was deflated the next spring, rolled up and stored away and the court was played on in the summer as usual.

The next project was even more ambitious, covering three outdoor tennis courts instead of just one. Since then, Ralph and his associates have been involved in hundreds of air-supported structure projects throughout North America and around the world. Today, a three-court tennis dome would be considered a relatively small project compared to the very large field house domes that can cover as much as 100,000 square feet of interior space.

The Technology
An air-supported structure, also known as a “dome” or a “bubble”, is a truly unique building system. The entire structure is supported by maintaining slightly higher air pressure within the fabric membrane than the atmospheric pressure outside. This is achieved by an inflation fan constantly introducing fresh air to the interior of the structure.

The inflation unit that maintains the internal pressure of the dome is also a furnace, keeping the interior of the structure at a comfortable temperature. To ensure the dome remains inflated at all times, a standby inflation system is always ready to take over the inflation requirements, even during a power failure.

The interior lighting system is comprised of either fixtures installed on stands around the perimeter, or hung from the fabric membrane, or a combination of both. The industry standard for sports lighting is 1,000 watt metal halide fixtures. These fixtures require a ballast to drive them, which can be placed around the perimeter of the interior, at the base of the light stand poles, or housed in a remote cabinet or other storage building outside of the dome. Several other technologies are being introduced as sports lighting solutions, which hopefully will eventually lead to energy savings without sacrificing light levels required for competitive sports.

The fabric membrane is manufactured using architectural grade vinyl coated polyester fabric. The pattern is specific to every project to create the shape of the structure. This outer material is backed by a 15 to 20-year prorated warranty and can be expected to last anywhere from 18 to 25 years before needing to be replaced. A liner fabric is added to the interior of the membrane to improve thermal and acoustic qualities. Insulation material is placed between the outer structural fabric and the inner liner fabric to maximize energy efficiency, bringing the equivalent insulation value from...
R2 to R10. On medium to large sized domes, structural cables are installed over top of the fabric membrane to help stabilize it.

The shape of the dome’s membrane adheres to certain design parameters, taking into consideration the wind loads and other climatic data of the site and creating a curvature that promotes snow shedding off the sides and ends of the structure. If an air structure’s height to width ratio is too low, the top of the structure becomes too flat, allowing snow to accumulate and putting too much weight on the fabric membrane. To achieve the proper curvature, a dome’s height at the peak typically needs to be 30% of the width of the structure (i.e. a dome that is 200’ wide would be a minimum of 60’ high at the curvature’s apex).

Because pressurizing the interior air space supports this fabric membrane, a significant uplift load needs to be offset. This uplift is accomplished by anchoring the membrane to a concrete grade beam around the perimeter of the dome. Soil friction and the weight of the concrete resist the uplift pressure that’s created by inflating the dome. An aluminum channel is cast into the top of the grade beam, creating a profile that accepts the fabric membrane. This membrane has a rope edge manufactured into it at the anchor point. Pressure-treated lumber fits into the channel around the entire perimeter of the structure, locking the fabric membrane into the grade beam (Figure 1).

In order to maintain the internal air pressure, specially designed airlocks are installed to allow for easy access into the dome, including revolving doors, pedestrian airlocks for barrier-free access and vehicle airlocks for maintenance and lift equipment. Emergency exit doors are located around the perimeter of the structure to comply with occupancy codes and are only to be used during emergency situations as they will allow the internal air pressure of the dome to escape.

Construction Requirements
While overall project costs are indeed significantly less than a traditional building, site infrastructure costs such as excavation and site preparation, parking lot requirements, storm water management and the supply and distribution of electrical and natural gas utilities are required for an air structure just as they would be for any other type of building. Professional services need to be considered for site planning, such as architectural and engineering drawings and stamps, as well as the applications and approvals required with your local building department.

One difference with the site infrastructure required for an air-supported structure, is the installation of a concrete grade beam to hold the dome down as opposed to a traditional foundation that supports the weight of the building on top of it. The design and engineering of the grade beam depends on the size of the dome and the wind loads of the site’s location, as well as the soil conditions at the site. Once these factors are determined, the air structure manufacturer will design the anchoring system accordingly, including requirements for equipment pads for mechanical units and entrance and exit components. The air structure manufacturer will provide a set of construction drawings stamped by a qualified structural engineer.

With new projects, the concrete grade beam and other infrastructure required for the dome, including electrical and natural gas service and distribution are planned and constructed in conjunction with the rest of the site development. Whether or not the dome will be seasonal or year round will need to be considered during the planning stages of the project. There are some subtle changes to the design of the dome and its anchoring system between seasonal and permanent structures. Outside of the scope of the air structure and its related construction, however, is the requirement for field drainage. Simply put, if the dome is going to be seasonal, field drainage will be required because the field will be open to the elements for part of the year; if the dome is going to stay up year round the field won’t require this drainage infrastructure.

When the dome and field are being constructed together in new developments, the final installment of the synthetic turf is typically completed after the air structure has been installed. The installation process for the dome typically involves driving around the interior with heavy lift equipment, potentially damaging the brand new field. Plywood can be laid down for the lift equipment.
to drive on if the field is installed first, or in the case of installing a dome on an existing field.

For existing fields, where the grade beam is installed around the outside of the field, the turf typically needs to be disturbed around the perimeter of the field to install the grade beam. Once the grade beam is completed, the turf is repaired and shored up to the edge of the new concrete. The concrete is flush to grade for seasonal domes, leaving little evidence of it being installed, or it can be raised for permanently installed domes to create a curb on the outside that can be useful for a guideline when clearing snow in the winter time. The grade beam can also be installed across an existing turf field if the plan is to have a seasonal dome cover a portion of the field. Turf fill-in pieces can then be created to cover up the grade beam and allow for regular use when the dome is taken down for the summer.

**Installation**

Once the grade beam construction and all other site work is complete, the air-supported structure and its related components are ready to be installed. Depending on the size of the dome, the fabric membrane will be manufactured in as few as 2 to 3 or as many as 8 to 10 sections, which are folded and rolled up into bundles for shipping and ease of handling on site. These sections are unfolded, spread into place and connected to one another using aluminum joint plates.

The fabric membrane is then connected to the grade beam around the perimeter and locked into the anchoring channel. If applicable, the structural cables are laid in place and connected to their anchors in the grade beam. The furnace and inflation equipment are connected to the duct work for the dome, which is either a fabric connection through the side of the dome or underground ducts from the equipment pad to floor grates inside the dome. Flip the switch to the inflation equipment and 1 to 2 hours later the dome is fully inflated.

The rest of the installation process includes placing and connecting all of the entrance and exit components to their fabric curtains on the dome, and installing the insulation material, interior...
lighting system, and divider netting or curtains. All in all, the initial installation process usually takes anywhere from 1 to 3 weeks, depending on the size and complexity of the air structure package.

The Ups and Downs
Seasonal domes that are taken down in the spring and reinstalled in the fall basically go through the reverse of the process outlined above every spring and then repeat the process every fall. Of course, the seasonal ups and downs are more efficient than the initial installation, taking about a third of the time. The furnace and inflation equipment typically stays in place while the dome sections and the other attached components are stored away for the summer months. The cost associated with these seasonal take downs and reinstallations can add up for large full-field structures, given the man power and rental equipment required to accomplish the task.

Operating and Maintenance
Operating costs for an air-supported structure include electrical costs for the inflation equipment and the interior lighting system, and heat fuel costs for the furnace. Although air structures have a lower capital cost than traditional buildings and have the unique ability to be removed and reinstalled seasonally, they do require a slightly higher operating budget for utilities than other buildings that can be better insulated and don’t require an electric fan for inflation. That being said, significant improvements have been made in the way of insulating the fabric membrane of an air structure with further innovations to this technology on the horizon.

A very important maintenance consideration is snow clearance around the perimeter of the dome. Because an air-supported structure is designed to shed the snow off the fabric membrane, the snow accumulates around the perimeter once it does so. It’s extremely important that it gets cleared away from the fabric membrane so it doesn’t jeopardize the structural integrity of the dome.

Other maintenance required includes regular checks on the backup inflation equipment to ensure a seamless transition in the event of a power failure, as well as regular maintenance for all mechanical equipment associated with the air structure.

Summary
The evolution of synthetic turf fields over the last decade has brought an abundance of improvements and the industry has seen dramatic growth during this time. There seems to be an ever-increasing demand for the use of these fields with the growing number of participants involved in field sport activities. However, for many parts of North America, these outdoor fields are not able to be used during the winter months. As a cost effective, versatile solution to covering large, clear span space for both seasonal and year round applications, an air-supported structure is a building system that can allow such fields to be used in all weather conditions.
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